Based on the campaign speech of a candidate for governor of East Java, a woman namely Khofifah Indar Parawansa, 3 important features related to the language emerged. First, masculine language dominates the selection of words and expressions in the delivery of aims and intentions. Second, the masculinization of language usage in Khofifah's campaign speech represents her as an intelligent, courageous, and brave character. Third, the masculine aspect of language usage breaks down the feminine tradition that has been recognized as a female stereotype. Surprisingly, the general public is still very comfortable with the stereotypization tradition of female femininity, including in terms of language.
Introduction
Men and women use language differently. Variations in the choice of vocabulary, grammatical patterns, and prosodic means are sufficiently distinct to speak of male and female speech styles. The existence of the two speech styles is a linguistic reflection of social relations: until recently men have exercised more power in society. This tendency is still rather strong. Men's verbal behavior is more aggressive, as it is supposed to demonstrate a position of dominance [1] . Women were assigned a submissive role both in the workplace and at home; this accounts for more co-operative and less aggressive female speech strategies. Further, there are differences between men and women in degree or type of imitation [2] . The study of gender language is thus mainly concerned with how gender affects the ways people use language [3] .
As women begin to come to the professions in greater numbers, there are pressures to adapt to a range of linguistic norms. These require them to be deferential and ISLLE 2017 unassertive through a variety of linguistics variables reflective of women's position in society [4] . Women rarely act "like women" to achieve power and influence in politics. Women aspiring toward political leadership are more often expected to adopt masculine styles of behavior in order to get their points across. This paper analyzed the language features used by Khofifah Indar Parawansa in her campaign speech as the candidate of regional head in the East Java election of 2013.
This analysis considers differences in the language of women and men that impact word choice in her expression of both intentions and goals.
Methods
Gender studies became a widespread trend in the second part of the 20th century as a reaction to the first wave of feminism, when for the first time ever women demanded suffrage rights. Despite the long path of this concept to its modern representation, the first view of the subject was based within a biological framework. This "biological" term was driven by the typical vision of women's position in the society. It was thought that women could not participate in social life because of their nature: their brain could not function like men's. That judgment was not scientifically motivated but was a part of a whole epoch. When gender studies came into existence, the global point of view on gender nature moved from biological to social. Today perceptions of women are confirmed by the World Health Organization; there are many researchers on whom we rely. Among those, Lakoff deals with political correctness and public apologies, focusing great attention on the peculiarities of women's speech [5] .
There are two gender language styles, considered rhetorical tools, that are used by men and women to achieve certain objectives. The first gender language style, called masculine language, is commanding and instrumental. Masculine language is generally considered conducive to politics. The second gender language style is feminine language; it is described as intimate and unifying. Moreover, feminine language is considered too passive for the public sector altogether; still, it has become a rhetorical tool to achieve many objectives in politics [6] .
For the purposes of this paper we first analyzed distinctions between male and female language in general. Then we considered these differences within the polit- Next, we looked at phrases and words from the speech in light of general male and female peculiarities which directly supported the image of Khofifah Indar Parawansa as a woman-politician. Finally, we identified which gender strategy prevails in Khofifah's image construction. The image construction in this paper implicates not all the techniques politicians use; rather we consider only those specific phrases and words which can influence people's perception of a politician.
In giving a speech (or even just so-called public speaking), the two genders exploit language and speech for two different purposes. From a man's point of view, a speech is given for the purpose of maintaining influence over the audience, achieving status and making an arrangement. On the other hand, when women give a speech to an audience, they choose language appropriate for meeting goals such as. establishing communication, maintaining relationships and "to be liked" [7] . Nevertheless, the political context assumes that communication and language, in the frames of state management, have two very significant and critical main goals: influence and persuasion as well as communication and attraction. Because of this, it is very important for us to do research aimed at identifying distinguishing features in women's and men's language. In so doing, we can understand if there are any differences in the language structure of the two genders, or if we have differentials only in the targets.
The first distinction is in the use of adjectives. The majority of gender researchers
give much attention to this word type in the speech of the two genders; differences between them have been repeatedly corroborated by experiments [5] . A woman makes use of adjectives more frequently than men and always emotionally. In contrast, politicians will be regarded as using masculine features in their speech if they employ many neutral adjectives.
Lakoff uses the word "empty" for describing language styles. Women often express themselves using empty adjectives, for example, "pretty", "cool", "divine", "precious", "lovely" and "cute" [5] . On the other hand, neutral adjectives that are considered masculine are "great", "terrific", "good", "cool", etc. The next features of masculine language are the use of simple grammar and often rude speech, direct questions or affirmative construction and, as well, less modal forms. Moreover, politicians will be considered masculine if they are able to select words, phrases, or even sentences that tend toward slang, profanity and obsenity, and to talk about sports, money, business, and economics. The use of personal nomination, and the capacity to use references to quantity, are also regarded as masculine. The next features of masculine language are the use of judgmental adjectives, directives, elliptical sentences and locatives. Besides that, the frequencies of using first-person plural words-more than the non ones-is also considered to characterize a politician as masculine. The last features in which we can identify whether a politician is using masculine or feminime language can be seen from the use of articles, prepositions, anger words, big words and swear words. All these are considered characteristic of masculine language [8] [9] [10] .
On the other hand, people, speakers or even politicians will be regarded as feminine 
Results
Male politicians have been adding more feminine words, phrases, and themes to speeches as their campaigns have progressed, possibly for the benefit of the female electorate. If men make use of feminine flourishes, they have two purposes. First, they will be admired for being tough, and yet people like them. Women, on the other hand, risk being pegged as too aggressive if they adopt masculine phrasing [11] .
The dominant use of languge, as delivered by Khofifah Indar Parawansa in her speech, contains more masculine than feminine features. From the analysis of her speech across the political campaign of 2013, it is found that she used both two kinds of language features, feminine and masculine. From the analysis also, it is seen that she used masculine features of language more than feminine language. From this finding, it can be concluded that the masculine aspects of her language break down traditional female stereotypes. Surprisingly, the general public is still very comfortable with the stereotypization tradition of female femininity, including in terms of language.
The result of the analysis shows that Khofifah Indar Parawansa used 6 adjectives of distant or neutral adjectives such as "good health", "healthy wallet", "physical health", etc. On the other hand, she did not use frequent, emotional, empty adjectives-that is, feminine language features-at all in her speech. In the next analysis, it can be seen that she used 7 direct questions or affirmative constructions (masculine features of ISLLE 2017 language), and only 1 tag question (as a feminime language feature). It is said that the use of fewer modal forms will show masculine aspects of language; this has been done by Khofifah, as she only used 6 modal forms in her political speech.
In her speech, Khofifah also used more masculine features of language, as it is dominated by business and economics topics. She did not talk at all about topics related to home and family, and she was not more emotional and courageous, and brave character. Third, the masculine look in her language usage is able to show that the feminine tradition has been recognized as a female stereotype.
But-to our surprise-the general public, our society, is still very comfortable with the stereotypization tradition of female femininity. This includes speech in which the use of masculine language features is often regarded as an act of being aggresive.
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Conclusion
Every person, when giving public speeches, will show their gender frames. One thing to remember is that those frames will change in the political context. The changes of gender frames occur as a result of politicians adjusting their behavior according to a desired image: they hope to be liked and to effect a bigger and wider change in the electorate. The most important part of image construction are media sources; these are the tools by which the politician can garner sympathy from the audience and increase likeability [8] . Because of this, it is important to define what gender strategy of representation is used to form the public representation of Khofifah Indar Parawansa.
In the texts about Khofifah Indar Parawansa's political speech in her campaign it is seen that she used 6 neutral adjectives, 7 direct questions, only 6 modal forms; 80% of the sentences are dominated with economics topics, 3 personal nominations, 7
directives, 2 elliptical sentences, 3 locatives, 13 first-person plural words, 39 articles, 32 prepositions, 4 anger words and 6 big words. The selection of Khofifah's words, phrases and sentences are mostly from the "masculine" group. At the same time we found 1 tag question, 6 modal forms, 1 dependent clause, 6 negations, 15 pronouns that are nonfirst-person plural words, 34 auxiliary verbs and verbs that are considered feminine, 6 social references, and 1 cognitive mechanism. From these findings of dominant features of language, it can be concluded that Khofifah Indar Parawansa was represented mostly as a masculine politician. We also defined her political image as a politician who is professional. Further, from the selective masculine features of her speech, she is also regarded as a politician who is an aggressor and at the same time also a politician who is a woman. Moreover, we saw the overrepresentation of traditionally men's features over the image of a woman. In a greater degree, then, Khofifah Indar Paranwansa has a masculine image. We may say thus she is a professional politician over other female politicians.
